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GAMEPLAY:
Move over Crisis 3, there's a new graphics benchmark in town, and it's Finding Da Wae, a single-player 3D side scroller. Inspired by the award-winning Sonic franchise, Finding Da Wae is an improvement on the Sega classic.

Speed is key. Kachow! Using your arrow keys and spacebar, navigate around obstacles and roll around at the speed of sound in this side-scrolling platformer that takes you back to your childhood. Face fast opponents and difficult obstacles as you find your wae through the world of Asdf. Collect power ups and coins to purchase upgrades in order to aid you in your journey.
BRIEF OVERVIEW:
Incredible Story: Find Your Wae
Finding Da Wae follows Sunkitty Strongfeather as he traverses the world of Asdf in order to avenge the death of his girlfriend, Velvethound Cutemeow, and find meaning in his life; he has to find the wae.
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